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The Rt.Hun. Mrs . MarOoret Thatcher, M. P., 6-th A'ugust 1931.
Prime Minister,

10 Do-,-.-aina S'acet,

aadon , S. W.1 .

I only bather you with this letter just before you go on holiday in cose you should think
that the contents justify some working up in prc,pototion for your return.

r ,:rc.,:pt,on is that we ha,ve  not yet efToot:',ocIy cut,:oc,olt;  pc7r-scodi,c1 the country that the

riso in o,..,ts.,LT ,unt is eely due to the of unit !oHur costs aad that the posnects
fo, - cc  pefitiveno ss,
in these some unit labour costs.

My sur:„..,',.-3c'stion is that you sl--,uuld outhorie on cuouoch to Tim Bell - rpe b2st prc:.:.enter

kndwr, rne of C C C7' - = t y sltuf.J.:2 inronsif-y eff:D:-ts. kope

is r-nat you will give him slue rcin ict sh7HH by
what methods, on kot occosion or,O with w!nt:t

The subject lends itself to f , t

to trade union pd,rticipotion: o:n no part oF tHis ; But Tim
Bell would.

Tim -culd onuire an ircHle-ctual backarojad.

He --- rod to Ho i!tcs distinction &-dwn E.,,etween the impact of the on the
3n1..; ,,o,ct of risinoertit  C,r.:?Dur CT:StSovo; recnont yoars, and par-
ticu,Qtly in lc-60, on roc other. You vooy effecti,cly

yourself in 7!),C:recent rttns...)te

He V,' j t b f !rot fi'DM
brilliant to poor: -luod

been, and ore, irripoitont 17::%;-

and the profits they nc-.d for e,eO over recent years
by much trade union short-sielc'ths.

We wouId need to identify for him the re,,-_,rseless rise of the wodes s!-,o,re and te-
consed,o,tont foll of the profit shore of company income - cad the effect rnis hos



-2-

had on labour costs, competitiveness and management scope, and therefore the
effect on jobs.

ae note that the f.C.N stallstics clo not show profits being raided

loleour costs in tH w,:ty nma.t we 25 in fact happ,ened:

f...',e;reirt:-nent ofHolestry statisticio-,s Hve

It is still true that pofites Hvo bert oidoolby earnin:s, in en

answered p'epared at my reop_eest to a g,_.,estion from t..",ickey

He will need to be given our unit lobour costs in comparison with those of our
competitors.

It seer-os to rne that we would want to stress that mcnooement defects need to be tedaced
as as excessive unit labour costs, but we can surely explain that the defects of

ana:emrent cannot be cured overnicht - marketing and design and development failings
tol,re fine to correct - whereas unit labour cost excesses can be cured overnight, or can

ler:st be pt evented from getting overnieht even worse.

":e she,ld not flinch flom the fact that we stressed unenployment under Labour as
c-2 of our election thca es. How could we be cxp,cted to have kne,,n that the would

7; tHt there ,„o,Jlol he ono'l-,;- oil bPe: a od thot, obv oil,

loe the j-b-on iner a-es of I HO. To add that e of _ bs, on top of
the,e already i_st oyed by the inere-ose in unit H',DJT,C*:,JS of p :,/7o ,as the
rasponsibility of tl,e tiode unions, ,ho we'e v..o'neo by us - and s..!-)d Olt, now leoding

the complaints.

It is my hope that if Tim Bell were civen the material he would be able to suogest how best
to pres.ent it to secure interest, understanding and follow-up. Ravided that we do not
flinch 11.7;i7 role, c-sol our own pa:-t where relevant, we h:2vC.; on impeccable

e.

in Htting the ary.ir:1',:.:,rit for a new preerentotion to, John HloY,-ryns there HS, however, been
revealed a difference of emphasis. He occept: -rain ti-osis, bit he argues tHf our

	

'hoeld be on keepine future pay sr.-2t!,::Thnts I would pre-jer
reduction in unit labour costs. He orcus that rcHuair;s: unit kibOur costs will involve
higher productivity, which will increase unemploynent over and above that which is

,r.lreacjy spontaneously emeroing. I argue that only to the extent that, for instance,
'ersoyside or Glasgow proclaim themselves convincincly as areas of sestained how unit

lolr',.:ur costs would employers be attracted to them. I note this di:o9recmc._tnt for what
it ;s ,..--eoth: the two purposes of moderated settlements and lower Jill; labour cests are
of ecmso t,tuolly consistent.



I tom to an aspect which is richt outside my detailed knowledoe, lout Ioet
Ift,p;-ession tl-,at very few television interviewers and very few news presenters
inte;-est in, or ander.stondina of, cause a!-Ici effect In connectIon with unemploy:T-i-nt.
This bocn c:!eploced by us, but sure!y we sh.ou!d tny to do 0' FP.71

- buccose I con so andiant ii thIs au-r±a tHt
odvice r-cse wl-,o do •j:.) Hve

such as Rob,In azy - ond t1 ncy - 3n H In Irite est end
understondina co,uld be ochieved cm=ing ofh,=r pi,enars. Effects
would have to be mode one by one, cod coy coin in Iotecest and
be worth havino. I know that Aims hos st,4 to thIs se,blect, c -drresj.D!c:
to aive us some analysis.

I am senainc t'nis to you unpolished in order to reach you before you oo off. I am
copying to Geoffrey Howe, Norman Tebbit, ion Gow cr,c1 John H‘okyns, to each
of wlom to vo:yInc extents exRosed the Ictes for VJ,Clt they ore wo;-th.
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cc: Mr Gow/
Mr Hoskyns

10 DOWNING STREET

From the Private Secretary 7 August, 1981

As you know, the Prime Minister has left for Cornwall

this morning. She has asked me therefore to thank you for

your letter of 6 August about publicity.

The Prime Minister was interested in your proposal that

Tim Bell should be asked to help in the presentation.of the

reasons for the rise in unemployment, but she would rather not

reach a firm view on this until she returns.

I am sending a copy of this letter to the recipients of

yours.

The Rt Hon Sir Keith Joseph, Bt, MP



•
Treasury Chambers, Parliament Street, SW1P 3AG

01-233 3000

PRIME MINISTER

Keith Joseph has sent me a copy of his letter to you of 6_ August,

proposing an approach to Tim Bell on presentation of economic

facts.

I am sure that we have not done enough yet to put over the

basic reality of poor competitiveness as the key weakness in the

British economy. The present is a good time to start planning a

campaign because of the recent fall in the exchange rate. For

British industry cannot easily use the argument that Government

policy has pushed up the exchange rate to a level at which

H=,-inr-luetril;e4on is unavoidable - -nd thue avoini their ^wn

responsibility for the level of costs. Indeed, in the present

situation I believe that the CBI could play a valuable part in

getting all these points into the minds of TV and radio participants.

I am encouraging them to think of ways of doing this.

On the particular difference of emphasis between Keith Joseph

and John Hoskyns, I do not think we should flinch from arguing on

the basis of unit labour costs. Certainly, in the first instance,

higher productivity can mean fewer jobs. But one would be taking

a very pessimistic view of the working of the market if one did

not see beyond that the certainty that reduced unit costs would

lead to enhanced competitive power and a consequent revival of

activity. We must not subscribe to the favourite trade union

thesis that there is only a limit amount of work to be done and

that it therefore hss to bo sharc , round.

It would be most interesting to have Tim Bell's advice on

presentation, ready perhaps for consideration at the beginning

of September.



5. I am copying this minute to Keith Joseph, Norman Tebbit,

Ian Gow and John HoSkyns.

e

(G.H.)

fl August 1981

(erpinn-t-1
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Home tieNv s•
On course for a competitive trade base

Where was industry?
When we came to office the relative perfor-

mance of our trading base — particularly- our

manufacturing trading base — had for years

and years been deteriorating: in many sectors

we were no longer able to compete with our

major competitors and survived only by suc-

cessive devaluations of the pound with the

consequent successive increases in inflation.

Our lack of competitiveness arose partly

because of years of high inflation — well in

excess of our competitors — caused we believe

by government over-spending and over-

borrowing: partly because of patchy manage-

ment: partly because of trade union working

practices and over-manning: partly because of

government controls and interference: partly

because of violent swings in government

policies; partly because of tax and other dis-

couragements to enterprise and effort: and

partly because as a nation we seemed to have

lost much of the entrepreneurial edge which

once made us the wealthiest country in the
world. We had higher inflation, higher unem-

ployment and a lower standard ofliving and of

public services than many of our neighbours.

We had become a poor man among the

advanced nations.

Our diagnosis
I n opposition we saw the facts and we looked

for the causes of our national industrial

malaise, not just at its symptoms. We rejected

the fashionable remedies, which tended to

focus around even more public spending and

even more government intervention. These

remedies might have very briell  abated one of

the main symptoms — unemployment — but

they would have made us even more uncom-

petitive and unemployment would. after a

short Wile, have risen even more. We v,ere

convinced That our economic decline was due

above all to a widespread misunderstanding —

among the public at large and trades unions in

particular but also indeed among polic  
makers and communicators — of where jobs

come from, sshcre rising standards of living
Come from and where improved public and

social services come from The basic fact is that

all these prizes come from customers: no Cut-

omcrs, 110 tots,. This is obvious 111 the case of
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manufacturing and commercial jobs since if

there is no payment there will not long be jobs.

But it is also true for public service jobs, pen-

sions and benefits since they are paid for

largely by taxes, direct and indirect. on trading

comparnes and those who work in trading

companies — and trading companies depend

upon customers.
We were convinced that winning and satisfy-

ing customers means beating increasingly

fierce international competition, sometimes

unfair., arid beating the competition means

that managements and workforces need con-

tinuously to adapt their products and their

methods.
We were convMced that az the heart of com-

petitiveness lie the skills of entrepreneurial and

professional management and the cooperation

of well-trained and willing workforces. It is

competitiveness alone that can create prosper-

ity, sustain fuller employment. increase stan-

dards ofliving and secure decent pensions and

public services. Being competitive involves

good design, marketing drive and the profit-

able harnessing of research and development:

but it also involves keeping unn labour costs

relatively low. Low unit labour costs do not

necessarily mean low wages — far from it. High

productivity can translate good earrnngs into

low unit labour costs.
We were convinced that our economic perfor-

mance has been undermined by inflation. For

the past 20 years or more businesses, and those

who work in them, could not rely on the money

they earned or the money they invested in

manufacturing retaining its value. So workers

neglected the need for their firms to be com-

petitive and profitable and concentrated on

demanding higher money wages. And inves-

tors and managers took fewer risks than they

would if they had the confidence that

tomorrow's pound would be worth the same as

today's. Inflation widens the margins of error

and discourages risk-taking. Unless inflation is

brought down nothing else which we can do to

encourage enterprise is going to be effective.

That recognition hes at the heart of our

medium term financial strategy and of

Geoffiey H o e* s courageous budget measures

against inflation and in favour Of declining

interest rates.
e were convinced that the economic and

cultural climate over the pastJ years has kept

the birthrate of neVe businesses and the growth

rate of-existing small businesses i-neloss that of

our competitors — indeed tar lower than is

socially as well as economically desirable.

We came to office convinced that inflation.

Mgh marginal rates of personal taxation, per-

vasive Controls, expanding empliA Me111 III the

public sector, ol),truction h thc tr,ide nil

Sir Keith: 'No customers, no jobs.

of the higher productivity and the competi-

tiveness necessary to fulfil their members' as-

piraions. and rising levels of real Wages even te--

When real profi;s. particularly in manufactur-

ing industry. ',ere already low and were

declining further had all contributed to the

decline of our trading performance.

And we came to office convinced that the

structure of the nationalised industries contri-

buted to the national malaise. We realised that

the nationalised industries had talented and

devoted people and that a number of national-

ised activities were pursued with enthusiasm.

But yve also realised that in all too many cases, 	 

particularly when the nationalised industry

commanded a monopol.. those concerned did

not see themselves as living under the healthy

necessit. of satisfying the customer in order to

survive: they had no incentive to cut costs to - 	 

beat competitors; they were free of the risk of

liquidation. Regardless of the mistakes they 	 

might make, regardless of whether they sans

lied their customers or clot, regardless of

whether they improved their productivity or -  

performance or not, those employed in

nationalised industries could he confident that

their employer would tim disappear tomorrow

arid that tlim could put up their prices with

almost no risk  -)1 losing jobs.

Our aim
Such was iiur diagnosis: what was and is tour
aitn!Our aim is to ab,Ite Inflation and to creat

a prospering social m‘irket econom. — that is.

mainh. tree-enterprise econonis competitive -

enough to support :is lull empioy mem as poss_

ill both the trading sector and public ser

diet is nthiir a cis iiised trarnewr;, ,,r fasy.;.

public 1-,:ice!. and salet‘ nets.
The proper ceonion11,' task in ails soelerm is r

reconeile the interests 01 tile propic as pro-
ducer, ssorkers with the nil the

In a speech on government and industry in London on 2 April, Sec-

retary of State for Industry Sir Keith Joseph described the government's

dia&-nosis of industry's problems and its aims, drawing attention to the

achievements and setbacks of its first two years in office and outlining

the strategy for the rest of its term. The text of the speech is reproduced

below.
Nearly t‘.c) y ears after the election it seems

sensible to try to assess the government's

policies towards industry, where we are, the

gains and the losses. The conclusion to which

my analysis leads me can be put simply: pro-

gress from ss here we were to where we want to

be is even more difficult than we had expected.

But we are still on course and we are deter-

mined to stay 01111.
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same people as consumers — in conditions of

freedom. It is this task Ns hich is best done bs.

the pursuit of profit withm he lass and subject

to competition — that is. hs a market or please-

the-customer approach. People as producers

of goods and services are led in their own inter-

est to search out what people as consumers at

home and abroad vs ant to bus and to provide it

at a profit. People as consumers seek out the

best buy — the goods which are best value for

money — and reject those that are priced too

high, have poor qualits or which they do not

hear about.
It is competition which forces producers to

give value for mone} . It is competition in pur-

suit of profit but at the risk of loss which har-

nesses the self-interest of people as producers

to the interests of people as consumers. It is

competition which makes the pursuit of profit

and the fear ofloss the best way yet discovered

to raise the standard of living and the level of

employment and public services. Compare

what has been achieved in America. Switzer-

land and Germany ss h i ch allow decisions to be

taken by the free play of competitive market

forces with the backwardness of the eastern

bloc and the other countries which suppress

competition. It is competition in conditions of

freedom which makes profit moral)} defens-

ible.
The significance of the social market econorn}

is that the market approach — the please-the-

customer approach — is set within a social

framework with such laws and services and

regulations as are at any time judged proper —

social security benefits, preferably not at levels

to dilute incentives; environmental regulations

related to pollution, for instance, and noise;

safety regulations, and the like, but subject

always to the proviso that the trading base

should be able to afford the level of services

and regulations involved.
It is the social market economy apprOach

which embodies the best hope of a humane yet

prospering society with fuller employment,

individual freedom and decent public services.

Our policy
Our policy to bridge the gap from where we

were to where we aim to be did not involve an

attempt to alter industry by direct government

intervention. Instead we set out to alter the

framework within which industry operates by

creating an economic climate encouraging to

enterprise and effort, reducing controls.

denationalising, improving and where prac-

ticable demonopolising the nationalised
industries and fostering the birthrate of new

businesses. We aimed to move towards
monetary continence in order to abate infla-

tion. We recognised that monetarism would
not be enough and that it would also be

necessar  to reverse the growth in public
spending and borrov, lig in order to reduce the

growth in tnones supply without the need tiff

higher interest rates.

Our polics ssas to !MA e as fast as practicable —

taking into accOlInt Ira road bloclo, of trade

Uni011 immunities and aultudes: equivocal

public attitudes towarik vsealth creation: the

immunities of nationalis.ed industries: and the

momentum of government spenci-i-m4; _towards

a more adaptable. soda! market ecoimm%.

whicn COM p,:11! Pr(IfTtni)11. :111C:

Mt:R-16re able to generate fuller employment.

rising living standards and impros ement of

public services with a high birthrate of new

viable businesses. And we aimed that all this

should be within a civilised framework of laws.

services and help for those who could not help

themselves or who needed cushioinng against

the effects of change. We saw as one of our

main tasks the removal of obstacles to enter-

prise and effort.
We always realised that the transition from a

high inflation. uncompetitive economy to a

soundly-based internationally competitis e

economy would be difficult: deeply entrenched

attitudes and structural weaknesses in the

economy would have to be overcome and that

would require more than the lifetime of one

parliament. We realised that our aims would

be difficult.to achieve: they have in fact proved

even more difficult than we anticipated

because we did not get the full measure in

advance of three factors that have sharply

influenced events. We could not have guessed

that oil prices would rise so fast and so soon

with consequences that have slowed down the

growth of world trade. contributed to the rise

in sterling, helped abate inflation but put great

pressure upon much of our industr} . We

underestimated the extent to which national-

ised nidustries and government-owned com-

panies could impose obligations on the tax-

payer as owner and the additional costs

imposed on these industries by the recession.

And we underestimated the momentum of the

growth of government spending. largely

caused by spiralling public sector pa} .

Where we are
We came to office at a time of oil shock, rising

underlying inflation, low real profits. excessive

union power, high wage demands after the

shattering of pay controls and unemployment

twice as great as that which Labour inherited.

Achievements
Inflation, which was rising fast when we came

in has been brought sharply down and is fall-

ing: interest rates, after rising. are now declin-

ing: tight financial conditions have forced tile

trading sector and increasingly though. to a

lesser extent, the public sector, to slim and to

British Aerospace — now denationalised.

become more efficient: overmanning has been

cut: there is therefore latent productivity
impros-ement lor ...nen the econwn \ picks up.

Management reports greater co-operation

from workforces, greater realism. The

government has reduced marginal income tax

rates, has abolished direct controls on pay,

prices, dividends and foreign exchange: indus-

trial development certificate controls have

been cut: control systems such as planning and

buildnig regulations that had grown excessive

and obstructive are being pruned: regional

policy has been concentrated on the areas of

most economic weakness, incentives for the

birth and growth of small businesses have been

provided: the shortage of small factories is

being made good: the expansion of over-

seductive public careers — civil service.

academic, local authority. social sers ices— has

been reversed. We have cut back the role of the

NEB. requiring partnership with private

enterprise for new ventures. We have made

some valuable changes in trade union law

which make a start in correcting the balance in

the labour market. We have denationalised

British Aerospace: announced decisions to

denationalise Cable and Wireless. British

Airways. British Rail's subsidiaries arid the

British Transport Docks Board: set in band a

liberalisation of the telecommunications, and

bus monopolies. We have moved part of British

Steel's activities — Allied Steel and Wire Ltd —
back into the private sector: we plan to move

more of BSC's activities into the private sector

and we are seeking powers virtually to liquid-

ate BSC if it should become clear that it could

not become profitable: and we have set BL ott

the way to profitability, partnership, sale or,

for anv parts which ultimately fail to make

good. hquidation.

Setbacks and problems
Unemployment. Unemployment has risen

sharply: it has risen in all industrial countries

partly for reasons outside the control of any-

one, such as the oil shock and the slow-down in
world trade: but unemployment has risen

more here because we were so over-manned:

because for many years we took soft options

and deferred difficult decisions, failing to

improve productivity: and because unions

insisted upon and management allowed high

wage increases without commensurate pro-

ductivits- increases. It has riot been lack of

• .4.... -
t
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rates all round: it saves lot of jobs at the
cost of another lot of jobs, 1 o liquidate the
loss-makers is in itself very cotls. tor the firs
s ear or ts.o tAitii ,ilisil  .;rSIIII0Ft-O\ cr.
in order to liquidate it ma,,, lje necessary to
change the law and we do no; shrink from that:
a bill to make it possible virtually to liquidate
British Steel has just been introduced.
Please note particularly that taxpayer,' nione

Lfi is not being spent to keep BSC and BL as they
w-ere but to slim them and make them viable.
BSC shed 52 OW jobs in the last year — nearly
one-third of its workforce. BL has lost a third
also— 57 000 jobs — over the most recent three
years. Drastic reductions in manpower as in
both these organisations impose intense social
and emotional strains. particularly because in
many cases whole communities are involved.
The government has thought it right to spend
heavily to mitigate the social and human
implications in such cases.
Investment.  Investment has fallen — and this
must have implications for the upturn. Much
of the investment we have is world class but
much of our investment is still over-manned or
inappropriate. Investment in Britain produces
far less per unit than abroad because patchy
management, over-manning and restrictive
labour practices are so widespread. Our unit
labour costs are therefore higher than our
competitors. Our position would be trans-
formed if existing investment were used more
effectively.

International competzttn-eness.  A massive loss mi
international competitiveness has imposed an
immense burden on manufficturin, industrs .
We always knew that the process of transition
from a deteriorating trading base to an
expanding social market economy Vs ould he
difficult for industry: years of overmanning.
patchy management, restrictive practices and
the cosy insulation from reality provided by a
combination of inflation and persistent
devaluations could not be ended without some
pain: ending bad habits is never easy. But the
transition problems have been compounded
by a savage deterioration in industry's interna-
tional competitiveness: up-to-datestatistics are
not available but for example sterling rose bs 9
per cent against the Deutschemark over the
two years to the third quarter ot 1981; and at
the same time our unit labour costs rose 20 per
cent more than ni Germans'. This has
squeezed British manufacturers: a typical
British manufacturer selling goods to Ger-
many would have needed to raise his prices hs
9 per cent in Deutschemark terms in order to
receive the same number of pounds arid by a
further 20 per cent to recover his additional
unit labour costs, making a total increase of 29
per cent. A Germany manufacturer selling
goods in this countrs v,ould e bee': able to
cut his prices significantis in sterling terms
while not allecting his profits. Faced with this
competitiveness gap. which nas worsened over
the past year to well over per cent. industrs
has suffered acute pain: it has been unahle to
put up its prices abroad and has Liced
intense prices competition at
Energt. prices.  Energy pricing ha, enlerged as a
problem. \ e are well aware that industrs Xstnil

IOW

BL: slimmed down.

consumer spending at home that has caused
unemployment: demand here has kept pretty
steady. It is destocking and a cut-back in
investment that caused the fall in manufactur-
ing output.
The rise in unemployment is not the result
only of present pressures. For many years, long
before we came to office, there had been weak-
nesses of management in many companies:
long before we came to office unions were
demanding excessive wage settlements, raid-
ing the funds needed for investment and crip-
pling productivity, competitiveness and pro-
fitability by overmanning and restrictive prac-
tices. Companies have been weakened over
many years: many managements say that they
are now doing what they should have done
years ago.
Government spending.  Despite our original cuts in
Labour's planned expenditure — and our cuts
since — we have not managed to avoid a rise in
government spending. As a result government
borrowing has remained high and this in turn
has caused interest rates to he higher than we
would have wished. High government spend-
ing has been partly caused by the unpredicted
depth of the recession and the degree of extra
unemployment but other important factors
have been rising money earnings in the public
service — now slowing down — and increased
losses in some nationalised industries. We are
taking steps to bring these industries nearer to
profitability and are denationalising where we
can. But taxpayers cannot escape funding
loss-making industries which they own —
except as such industries become profitable or
are sold or liquidated. Money used to fund
nationalised industries and publicly owned
firms like BL is largely taken from the private
sector hs one means or another — higher taxes
or higher borrowing that pushes up interest
748 British business 17 April 1981

high energy dependence is under acute press-
ure front international energy price differ-
ences. Geoffrey Howe made possible some
relief in the budget: any further government
financial relief would increase the borrowing
requirement and affect interest rates. We
stand by our commitment to economic pricing
but energy prices are being kept under active
consideration.

Impact on manufacturing
industry
This combination of factors — the oil price
shock, the slowdown in the growth of world
trade, the rise in the pound and inflation caus-
ing the massive adverse swing in our interna-
tional competitiveness, the continued high
level of public expenditure and consequent
level of interest rates, the increases in national-
ised industry charges particularly for energy
and local authority rates — have combined to  




throw an immense burden on manufacturing 	
industry. What is more:these changes have 	
impacted on industry with unprecedented
speed. As I have said, we never expected the 	 
transition from a high inflation, uncompetitive
economy to a soundly-based internationally 	
competitive economy to be easy and we kne 	
that manufacturing industry would have to
bear some of the brunt. What we did not anti-
cipate was the additional cumulative intensely
severe impact on industry caused by the fac
tors I have desc.ribed. Moreover, as a govern-
ment we must accept the criticism that, so far, 	 
the major burden has been borne by the pri-
vate manufacturing sector and that the publi
sector has been largely cushioned from the full 	 
effects of current circumstances. The govern-
ment has not cut its manpower at anywher  




near the rate of the private sector, nationalised 	 -:"'•

monopoly industries have put up their price 	
in ways not open to private industry and loca 	
authorities continue with inflated pay rolls
paid for by higher rate demands. The govern 	
ment recognises the indignation with which 	
industry views the massive burdens impos 	
upon it.

Our reaction to industry's  




difficulties
At this point I should emphasise that there i
no painless escape from our largely self-
imposed problems. It would be wrDng to
imagine that the government can spend ou 	
way out. The money spent by government  




would have to be raised — arid raising extra  




money to spend would itself involve higher 	
taxes or higher borrowing paid for by high  




interest rates. Each of these courses would de 	
troy jobs. Though there can be much debar  
the broad truth seems to be that governmen
cannot reduce the exchange rate without cots
seq urnces — particularly in higher inflat on
that might make pressures worse.
Equally we have never pretended that indu
try could make the transition from where i
%,as 10 Where it needs to be without some tran
itional help. There is a popular myth — peddl

sutrit' leading commentators — that the
go% ernment attempted to jump overnight to
complete hands-off policy of non-interventio
we are criticised for failing to do what we nev



said we would attempt. Our critics should read

our manifesto. Of course we realise that indus-

try wants help to survive: and that is why we

focus on trying to secure declining inflation

and declining interest rates.

For those who measure help by the size of

direct and indirect government payments to

industry it is worth moreover remembering

just how much has been spent on industry over

the past two years. In 1980-81 the taxpayer

spent over £700 million on regional and gen-

eral industrial support — including £470 mil-

lion on regional development grants for

investment in the regions and £135 million on

selective financial assistance for investment.

In the same year the taxpayer spent £150 mil-

lion on scientific and technological assistance

and a further £600 million on support for aero-

space, shipbuilding, steel and vehicles. This

totals £1.5 biffion. On top of this there have

been subscriptions of capital to BSC (£1,233

million) and to British Shipbuilders (£147 mil-

lion) as well as 100 per cent first-year deprecia-

tion allowances for investment and massive

stock relief. Expenditure on industrial sup-

port, including much of the expenditure on BL

and steel, will have been spent by recipients on

investment goods produced by the private sec-

tor. The money spent will therefore have

spread widely through manufacturing

industry.

The government does understand manufac-

turing industry's massive problems in these

difficult times. In addition to spending so

much of the taxpayers' money on industry the

chancellor's whole budget stance was adopted

to ease industry's burdens. Of course, we

would have liked to have done more about

energy prices where they hurt most but we

could not afford to do so. What we did do,

however, was to take painful and politically

unpopular decisions to increase taxation and

not to index income tax relief simply and solely

to provide industry with what help we could

manage on stock relief, energy prices and

above all interest rates. This point needs to be

stressed: we deliberately took politically

unpopular decisions in order to reduce our

borrowing requirement so that what was done

for industry could be done and so that there

was room for interest rates to fall. The 20p per

gallon increase in the price of petrol and the

decision to hold the PSBR at £10.5 billion were

the price paid to ease industry's burdens.

The dilemma is that the reliefs industry sought

— a cut in the NIS and a bigger reduction in

energy prices — would have increased public

expenditure and the government's borrowing

requirements. This in turn would have forced

up interest rates, imposing fresh burdens on

industry, greater perhaps than the burdens we

would have relieved though differently distri-

buted.
Since we accept that industry does have

genuine needs, since we recognise the unfair-

ness of the burden which industry is carrying

while the public sector is as a whole relatively

much less affected and since the public expen-

diture constraints are so tight, the government

recognises very well the need to slim public

sector manpower. The task is slower than ni

industry, to some extent because of legislative

arid contractual barriers, but much has been

done in BL and BSC. In the Department of

Industry manpower will fail by 23 per cent by

1 April 1984 and the civil service is shrinking

by 14 per cent by that date. The growth in local

authority manpower appears to have peaked

and Michael Heseltine's measures are aimed

at securing a reduction in numbers. The

unpopular decisions taken by the chancellor

in the budget in order to ease interest rates for

industry are surely the best evidence that the

government will strive in every way we can to

ease industry's burdens further in the future.

But is there an industrial
strategy?
The phrase carries overtones from the past

unintended I am sure by many of those who

use it: it was the magic password brandished

by those who believed in government interven-

tion in industry for its own sake, who believed

that an NEB and planning agreements could

solve our problems. Let us try to distinguish

between different meanings of the phrase.

There are many who would like to see govern-

ment picking and backing winners. But in this

country it seems that the losers pick ministers —

the pressures seem to force ministers to back

losers rather than winners. Anyway winners

do not need subsidies: they may need piiot

orders-- and that is one legitimate use of the

new public purchasing policy we have inni-

ated.
There is already vast taxpayers' investment in

the nationalised industries and in publicly

owned firms like Rolls-Royce and BL— and the

benefits of this investment as I have already

mentioned largely flows through in orders to

the private sector. Certainly there should be

Rolls-Royce: 'vast taxpayers' investment.'

scope in addition for some privately financed,

risk-taking but potentially profitable invest-

ments in nationalised industries. Perhaps

some of those who urge an industrial strategy

seek this.

Some who urge an industrial strategy in fact

want investment regardless of prospective pro-

fit: they want it for industries which they think

may grow or which they call 'strategic' or for

industries which are big employers or indus-

tries which are in decline. We have had experi-

ence in this country of subsidising industries

for one or more of these reasons — and not

much good has it done us or them.

We are often urged to copy Japan, but Japan

succeeds not primarily because of government

guidance but because of the drive and quality

ofmanagement, the education, work ethic and

productivity of their workforces and the cul-

tural homogeneity of their society. We are

urged to copy France — and there is much to

admire in the industrial successes France has

achieved in 20 years of government by one

party with the time to carry through its

policies.
Of course the argument for more investment

by government could be based on a disagree-

ment with the chancellor's judgment that

£10.5 billion is the most he can borrow at

declining rates of interest and declining infla-

tion. Some say that government should borrow

a yet higher figure; they might urge perhaps an

extra £1.5 billion for more investment. If not

£1.5 billion why not £2 billion or £3 billion?

Those who argue in this way can give no real

explanation of how they could avoid pushing

up either interest rates or inflation. The fact is

that someone has to make a judgement on

borrowing and the chancellor is entrusted with

the job.
Some go further— as Mr Shore says he would —

and ignore the rate of interest and the trend of

inflation and set virtually no limit to the

amount we should borrow and invest — but

they would create an inflationary inferno and

rocketing rates of interest.
Some pray in aid North Sea oil, arguing that

'this revenue should be used to back industry.

But it is already used. It is one of the streams of

revenue which the government mingles

together arid allocates to different purposes

including industry and nationalised industry.

Of course we could pluck out North Sea oil

revenue and use for additional industrial

investment but then we would have to cut

existing government spending be it for indus-

try or whatever which is now being financed by

North Sea oil revenue or we would need to

borrow or tax more, destroying in the process

private sector jobs and investment. The North

Sea oil line of argument all too easily becomes

an argument for reflation — that is, for re-

inflation and for higher rates of interest.

So we reject these versions of an industrial

strategy but we do have an industrial strategy:

it is the basis of policy-making to be adhered to

as closely as we can achieve.

Our industrial strategy is to create a climate or

framework encouraging to enterprise arid

effort. This is no mere slogan. We have already

done much to mo,e towards an encouraging
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climate: such a climate involves sound money:
personal freedom under the law: stable and
encouraging fiscal policies: good industrial
relations and conipatis law: etTective competi-
tion policy: freedom to set prices and wages:
good education: choice in housing: sensible
environmental and safety codes: and safety
nets for those who are casualties. We know we
have much still to do on several of these and on
ensuring good skill training.  It is  part of our
industrial strategy to identify and, where poss-
ible, remove obstacles holding back enterprise
and effort: and do not underestimate the im-
portance of the identification and removal of
obstacles in our relatively immobile economy:
this is what we are now doing for instance in
connection with telecommunications and with
information technology.

The main plank of our industrial strategy is to
abate inflation and enable interest rates to fall
by steadily reducing government borrowing —
as in the chancellor's budget. Our strategy
provides taxpayers money for industry to
encouiage investment: to help research and
development: to help promising new products
and processes that might not otherwise be
launched: to assist the worst-off regions: to
facilitate the awarenecs and adoption of new
techniques such as microcircuitry or biotech-
nology or robotics: to encourage small busi-
nesses: to use effectiveh,. the buying power of
public agencies• to make the best of the skills in
the nationalised industries but to denational-
ise or demonopolise wherever practicable: to
provide credit and aid to help exports. particu-
larly in big capital projects overseas: and to
encourage overseas investment here in those
cases where it helps the economy.

Let no one scorn the pursuit of the encouraging
climate or framework. While we have parts of
it, we lack others: indeed we have actively
perverse elements in our economic climate.
Given the right framework—including sensible

decisions in connection with nationalised
industry investment, public purchasing and
the range of help still available — winners will
pick themselves and in nearly all cases finance
themselves too.

In  brief we have not changed our diagnosis or
our aims. Some unpredicted factors have made
the transitional stage more difficult. We have
already taken many of the critical steps to pave
the way to a more competitive economy. The
relative decline of decades has not been
reversed in a couple olyears but the change of
direction has been begun.

Progress is necessarily patchy. The limelight

focusses on the difficulties. But progress there
is. masked by the recession and its side effects.
Attention should not be diverted from this be
the spending of large amounts of taxpayers'

money on slimming some nationalised mam-
moths so that they ha% e thc chance to become
competitive nor by a temporary guarantee to
see a key government supplier. ICL, over a
hump. They are not critical setbacks on the
road toAsards an economy living within its
means, leaner manned, internationally com-

petitive. and encouraging enterprise and
effort.

Towards fuller employment
And how, we are asked, will we ever return
toward; :idler emitl,,%711CI!t! I ,tand hy the

analysis itt a lecture I gave in 1978 on 'con-



ditions for fuller employment'.
The way to fuller employment is to allow jobs
to occur as they will if allowed. The govern-
ment. except in its role as remover of obstacles
and creator of framework. can only create or
support industrial jobs by spending money
which would otherwise have created or sup-
ported other jobs. Jobs and employment arise
when entrepreneurs are able to produce goods
and services which customers at home and
abroad want and can afford to buy and when
the trading base so created supports a public

sector which it can afford and which does not
overload or stifle it. The government's task is
to create the climate in which this spontaneous
creation of jobs can occur.
Many new jobs will be provided by larger
firms as they identify unfilled needs. These
investments and purchases will provide work
for a host of smaller firms and, as industry and
commerce become more sophisticated. more
people will be needed to service and support
them. Service industry employment will con-
tinue to grow. The international record shows
that industries that are efficient in that they
benefit from lower unit labour costs in fact
provide more jobs because they grow at the
expense of other industries and other coun-
tries. But we see a growing role for smaller and

medium-sized firms.
We see the government's role as encouraging

fuller employment by promoting competitive-
ness and adaptability throughout the economy
and by encouraging a higher birth rate of via-
ble new businesses.
The chancellor has just in his budget provided
a further crop of measures to foster a higher
birth rate of viable new businesses, but they
will take time to be effective. New businesses
and expanding existing small businesses will
provide many new jobs.
As for competitiveness, the more competitive
our trading base the larger and the more
numerous will be the markets it will profitably
serve, the more the people it will need, directly
or indirectly, to employ and the larger the
public services which it will be able to afford to
finance. The key is competitiveness and the
keys to competitiveness are good manage-
ment, adaptable workforces. good design.
good marketing and low unit labour costs by
way of rising productivity.

Rising productivity does reduce jobs in the
short term but it does increase jobs over time.
My colleague Peter Walker put the dilemma
well. 'Increased productivity'. he said
recently. 'results in unemployment. A refusal
to improve productivity results in unemplcry-
ment2 Precisely so. Unemployment results
from either course but the uneniplor mem that

results from increasing productivity is trans-
itional — because the more competitive

economy that emerges will generate and sus-
tain more jobs, whereas the unemployment
that results front a refusal to improve prod uc-
tmm. cculd he permanent.
Pro\ ided onl, that productivity rises

'Winners will pick themselves ...

ouslv. we can  look forward over the years not
only to fuller employment but also — to the
extent we want them — more public services
and more voluntary paid leisure including
longer holidays. But we can have these prize
only if productivity rises.

Conclusion
We recognise the immensely difficult task o  




management particularly during this trans-
ition stage with all the cumulative pressures 	

that there are. We hope that people will corn 	
more and more to value the skills of entre-
preneurship and management in relation to s  

much that people want.

This is  a  country full of talent: as inflation 	
comes down — and it has and will: as the Ilpto 	

comes—and it will: as more and  more firms ar 	
forced  by the need to survive to trade up and t 	

go for premium products: as higher output 	

allows  the latent increases in productivity t  




come through: as people and money move  




from declining to growth industries: as the  




birth rate of  new businesses rises, the benefi  




that will come from this painful first stage  




the period of transition from decline to renew 	
and expansion will emerge. Before our eyes t 	
balance of the economy is shifting to  becorn  




more competitive.
The aim of a social market economy is nobl 	
and humane, combining prosperity and full 	
employment and decent public services wi
personal freedom all within  a civilised
framework oflaws and services and safety ne
But there needs to be a vigorous, adaptabl
competitive. profitable trading base upon 	
which these admirable objectives rest. Wit  




out a competitive trading base there is no ho
of moving on towards full employment nor
rising prosperity nor of improving conditio
for the elderly and the disabled and the har
pressed and those in need.
The course to that thriving trading base is
winding and a difficult one. evert more windi

and even more difficult than we anticipat
But our vision of business skills and vitali

supporting a civilised society is practical)i
and humane. We are on course, despite t
occasional detours. and on it we are deter

rnitiffl to remain until we have released t

trading potential of this great people from t
obstacle and illusions yvhich have held us
for so long.
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